Abstract. Preconditioners are generally essential for fast convergence in the iterative solution of linear systems of equations. However, the computation of a good preconditioner can be expensive. So, while solving a sequence of many linear systems, it is advantageous to recycle preconditioners, that is, update a previous preconditioner and reuse the updated version. In this paper, we introduce a simple and effective method for doing this. We consider recycling preconditioners for both the general case of sequences of linear systems A(p k )x k = b k as well as the important special case of the type (s k E + A)x k = b k . The right hand sides may or may not change.
1. Introduction. We discuss the efficient computation of preconditioners for sequences of systems that change slowly. We consider both the general case
as well as the important special case 2) where the right hand side(s) may or may not change. The first class of matrices arises, for example, in topology optimization, discussed later in this paper, where the parameter vector p k represents the changing densities in each element (during the optimization). A(p k ) represents the finite element discretization of three-dimensional elasticity given a density distribution p k [17, 19, 63, 73] . In addition, we consider several sequences of linear systems of the form (1.2) which arise in model reduction, and in particular, in the Iterative Rational Krylov Algorithm (IRKA) [7, 12, 13, 50, 51] , oscillatory and transient hydraulic tomography (OHT/THT) [33] , and diffuse optical tomography (DOT) [1, 38, 54, 68] . For the second class of matrices, s k is a shift (often related to a frequency), and the matrices A and E (E = I) represent discretizations of partial differential equations, or more generally arise in the simulation of a dynamical system. In these applications, the matrices A and E may also depend on a parameter vector p, but this is not considered here.
Preconditioners are often essential for fast iterative solutions of linear systems of equations, but the computation of a good preconditioner can be expensive. Therefore, we consider recycling preconditioners, that is, updating a previous preconditioner and reusing the updated version for solving a new linear system. For a sequence of linear systems, this may provide a substantial reduction in cost compared with recomputing a new preconditioner for each system. We can also periodically compute a new preconditioner from scratch, which includes the important case of solving all systems with a single preconditioner. We refer to this as reusing the initial preconditioner.
The main idea for our approach comes from [4] . Given a sequence of matrices, A k , for k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and a good preconditioner P 0 for A 0 , such that A 0 P 0 (or P 0 A 0 ) yields fast convergence, we could compute for each system the ideal map N k such that
and define the updated preconditioner as
Then, A 0 P 0 = A 1 P 1 = · · · = A k P k , and A k N k P 0 = A 0 P 0 will yield the same fast convergence for each k as the original preconditioned system. In general, the matrix N k P 0 is never computed; in an iterative method, we can multiply vectors successively by these two matrices (which does lead to some overhead). If computing these maps can be made cheap and the initial preconditioner is very good, we obtain fast convergence for all systems at low cost. In some cases, as with the Flow matrices discussed in Section 5.3, the initial preconditioner does not result in fast convergence. If the preconditioner for the next system is better, then we recycle P 1 .
In this paper, we present a more general update scheme for recycling preconditioners by mapping one matrix to another for which we have a good preconditioner. This generalizes the approach in [4] (see next section) to any set of closely related matrices. We do not seek an exact map, but rather compute N k such that
(1.5)
In Section 2, we review previous work on updating preconditioners and Sparse Approximate Inverses (SAI), the motivation for our proposed update scheme. We then introduce our update scheme, the Sparse Approximate Map (SAM) update.
In Section 3, we analyze sparsity patterns for SAMs. Denser patterns give more accurate maps, but they also increase the cost to compute the map and to apply it (every iteration), which needs to be compensated with a further reduction in iterations. On the other hand, if effective maps can be found that are significantly sparser than the matrix, recycling preconditioners will be highly favorable. We demonstrate this for 3D elasticity problems arising in topology optimization.
In Section 4, we discuss efficient implementations of SAMs, as well as an efficient MATLAB ® m-file implementation of the ILUTP factorization [65, 66] . The computation of SAMs as well as multiplying by SAMs is easily parallellized, though we do not address this in the current paper.
SAM updates are particularly effective for sequences of hard problems where expensive preconditioners are needed for fast convergence. This is the case for many KKT systems and problems where an algebraic multigrid preconditioner is needed and the set-up phase is expensive. Another example are matrix-free methods where, cost-wise, we can compute a matrix only once to compute a preconditioner. In this paper, however, we demonstrate the effectiveness of SAMs for ILUTP-type preconditioners [66, 67] , as these are widely used. We stress, though, that the purpose of this paper is not a time-wise comparison between SAMs and ILUTP preconditioners; they play complementary roles. Moreover, while we use ILUTP preconditioners here to make the case for recycling preconditioners, SAMs can be used with any other preconditioner. Nevertheless, recycling an ILUTP preconditioner does not make sense if computing the SAM takes more time than computing a new ILU factorization. So, time-wise comparisons between computing SAMs and ILU factorizations are needed. To make these comparisons fair, we compare runtimes from our (interpreted) m-file for SAMs with runtimes from our m-file for ILUTP. Comparing with runtimes from MATLAB ® 's (compiled) ilu (type 'ilutp') has two important drawbacks. First, compiled code runs much faster than interpreted code, which would seriously skew the comparisons. Second, MATLAB ® 's more recent implementation of Saad's ILUTP determines the amount of fill automatically, sometimes allowing large amounts of fill. This makes comparisons difficult and potentially makes computing MATLAB ® 's ilu more expensive than necessary.
In Section 5, we demonstrate the effectiveness of SAM updates to applications from transient hydraulic tomography (THT), topology optimization, and model reduction, along with some details of these applications. We show that recycling preconditioners by periodically updating an initial or previous preconditioner with a SAM update can substantially reduce total runtime compared with (1) computing a new preconditioner for every system or periodically and (2) reusing a fixed preconditioner for all systems. If updating the preconditioner is cheaper than computing a new preconditioner and yields faster convergence, recycling clearly wins in comparison (1). This is not usually the case, but it is possible; see Section 5.4, where we briefly demonstrate this for indefinite matrices arising from Helmholtz equations. With respect to (1), the issue is whether the (generally) lower cost of computing the SAMs outweighs the cost of additional iterations (due to a less effective preconditioner) and the additional matrix-vector product per iteration. With respect to (2), the issue is whether the reduction in iterations due to an improved preconditioner outweighs the cost of computing the SAM update plus the extra cost per iteration.
For the special case of shifted systems where E = I, other approaches for iterative solvers have been considered. Flexible preconditioning is used for problems of this form in [10, 49] . In [2] and [54] , the authors take advantage of the shift invariance of Krylov subspaces.
Finally, in Section 6, we discuss conclusions and future work.
Recycling Preconditioners.
To avoid the potentially high cost of computing a new preconditioner, we propose recycling an existing one using maps between matrices. In [4] , this idea was exploited for a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) process that resulted in a long sequence of matrices changing by one row at a time. So, A k+1 = A k +e i k u T k , where i k indicates which row changes. The ideal map for this case, I − (1 + u
, comes for free, as we already need to compute u
k e i k for the transition probability in the MCMC process. While this update is specific to the change in the matrix, the approach proposed in the present paper generalizes the idea of recycling preconditioners to any set of closely related matrices.
Our preconditioner update is advantageous in several ways. (1) To compute the map (ideal or approximate), knowledge of the original preconditioner, P 0 , is not required. Therefore, the map is independent of P 0 and can be applied to any type of preconditioner. (2) The cost of updating P 0 in this fashion is more or less constant, and the potentially high cost of computing a good P 0 can be amortized over many linear solves. (3) In practice, we do not need the ideal map (1.3), but rather an approximation, N k , satisfing (1.5). We can balance the accuracy of N k with the cost of computing it.
Our update scheme is motivated by the Sparse Approximate Inverse (SAI). So, we refer to it as a Sparse Approximate Map (SAM) update. The SAI was proposed in [22] and further developed in [23, 37, 48, 52] and references therein. To define SAIs and SAMs we need the following definitions.
Definition 2.1. A sparsity pattern for C n×n is any subset of {1, 2, . . . , n} × {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Definition 2.2. Let S be a sparsity pattern for C n×n . We define the subspace S ⊆ C n×n as S = {X ∈ C n×n | X ij = 0 if (i, j) ∈ S}. SAIs can be defined in several ways, but for the current discussion we use the following.
Definition 2.3. For P, A ∈ C n×n and I the identity matrix in C n×n , the Sparse Approximate Inverse, P, for a matrix, A, is defined as the minimizer of
The computation of a SAI is easily parallelized as n independent small least squares problems, as discussed in [48] . SAM updates can analogously be computed in parallel, which can be a substantial advantage on modern architectures.
Rather than considering the identity matrix in (2.1), other work has focused on replacing it with another matrix, sometimes referred to as a target matrix [52] . The problem then becomes
In [37, 52] , (2.2) is solved to improve a preconditioner, B −1 , aiming to make APB −1
closer to the identity matrix than AB −1 . As a preconditioner, B −1 is generally available through an approximate factorization of A (or of A −1 ). However, the columns of B must be computed in order to solve (2.2), and the cost of constructing these columns can be relatively high [37] . In special cases, the structure or type of matrix can be exploited. In [52] , using the advection-diffusion equation and targeting the Laplacian, Holland, et al. are able to use a fast solver for the action of B −1 with good results. In order to reduce the cost of explicitly constructing B, iterative methods with numerical dropping are used to approximate the columns of B −1 in [37] . Our update scheme involves solving
and defining the updated preconditioner as
Here S is the subspace defined by a chosen sparsity pattern S, and A 0 and A k are matrices from a given sequence. From (2.3), we obtain the approximation (1.5). The sparsity pattern of the SAM update must be chosen carefully in order to minimize runtime. We examine choices in sparsity patterns in more detail in Section 3.
This paper focuses on solving (2.3) for each k or selected k, but we can also apply such a map incrementally. In that case, for the k th matrix we solve 5) and define P k = N k,jm P jm with P jm = N jm,j l P j l , for 0 ≤ j l < j m < k (and so on). This includes the special case j m = k − 1, j l = j m − 1 (and so on). When preconditioning from the left, we can take advantage of row-wise changes made to A k , as is the case with the QMC matrices described above. We can define 6) with P k = P 0 N k . In this case, the computation of the map can be made significantly cheaper by considering only those rows of A k that differ from A 0 when computing the least squares minimization. The same applies when computing the map as in (2.3) if only a few columns of the matrix change. Using the maps as in (2.5) and (2.6) is future research. While the minimization in (2.3) has a form similar to (2.2), there are fundamental differences. Computing (2.2) involves improving an existing preconditioner, B, for a fixed matrix, A, and for most preconditioners, B − A F is quite large [37] . So, an accurate solution cannot be expected. Of course, if an accurate solution is obtained, the benefit is faster convergence rather than maintaining the same convergence. Our approach seeks to map one matrix to another closely related one, so we expect a relatively accurate solution. The high cost of computing the columns of B when solving (2.2) is avoided when solving (2.3), since the columns of A 0 , a previous matrix in the sequence of linear systems, are readily available.
Other update schemes for sequences of matrices have been proposed. A cheap update to the factorized approximate inverse (AINV) preconditioner is discussed in [25] . However, this update requires that P 0 is itself of AINV type. Several incremental, or iterative, update techniques to an ILU factorization are described in [32] . But again, these updates require the initial preconditioner to be itself an ILU preconditioner. Moreover, these update techniques seem relatively expensive; they were not competitive for the problems we considered.
A cheap update for incomplete factorizations of sequences of linear systems is also presented in [8] , which uses the iterative algorithm proposed in [36] . In [36] , the authors introduce a method for computing an ILU factorization in parallel, providing insight into the costs of computing an ILU on modern architectures. The update scheme in [8] uses a factorization for a previous matrix in the sequence as an initial guess to the iterative algorithm from [36] . This results in an update to the previous factorization. Good results are provided for a sequence of linear systems coming from model reduction [20] , however this update scheme again requires that the initial preconditioner be an ILU factorization.
3. Experimental Analysis of Sparsity Patterns for SAMs. As the cost and effectiveness of a SAM depends on the sparsity pattern, we analyze some choices here. In choosing sparsity patterns for SAMs, we aim to balance the cost of computing and applying the map with the number of GMRES iterations to reduce total runtime. For SAIs, both adaptive and fixed sparsity patterns have been considered. Computing the pattern and preconditioner adaptively tends to be expensive [24, 30, 34, 35, 53] . Therefore, we focus on fixed, a priori, sparsity patterns for SAMs, although some 
, of the THT matrices using a priori sparsity patterns for the SAM updates, N k , for shifts 2-20.
previous work on SAIs has focused on making adaptive strategies more efficient [37, 48] . We examine choices in sparsity patterns using matrices from two applications, THT and topology optimization.
Sparsity patterns derived from powers of the system matrix, A, are a standard choice. This choice is based on the decay of the elements in the matrix representing the discrete Green's function [34, 53, 71] associated with the Laplace operator. While the denser sparsity patterns of higher powers of A may result in better maps, solving (2.3) becomes expensive. We can alleviate this cost by sparsifying the powers of A. One possibility is to discard elements of A k that are smaller in magnitude than a chosen threshold [34] . An alternative are sparsity patterns derived from the mesh on which the matrix is based. We follow this approach with topology optimization matrices based on a finite element discretization. Using the underlying mesh, we experiment with sparsity patterns that are subsets of the sparsity pattern of the matrix.
We first analyze sparsity patterns defined by powers of the matrix, from A to A 5 , sparsifications of those, and two simple standard patterns, diagonal and tridiagonal. The sparsifications are obtained using a global threshold of 10 −4 . We test these patterns for the THT matrices. We study the relative residual norms of the resulting SAMs, the time to compute the map, the number of GMRES iterations and GMRES runtime, and the total solution time. GMRES(50) is used for this application. As the sparsity pattern of the map becomes denser, we expect the approximation in (1.5) to become more accurate, resulting in fewer GMRES iterations. We consider twenty THT matrices, A k = K + z k M, and corresponding linear systems for a fixed right hand side b (see Section 5.1). The parameter or shift z k follows a contour in the complex plane (see Fig. 5 .1 for t = 1 min). We compute an ILUTP preconditioner, P 0 , for the first system in the sequence, A 0 , and we consider the powers of A 0 to derive the denser patterns. We define the residual of the map and its relative residual norm as Table 3 .1: GMRES iterations and total runtimes for selected shifts of the THT matrices using a priori sparsity patterns for the SAM update. An ILUTP preconditioner is computed for the first shift, with SAM updates computed for all remaining shifts. "Patt" indicates ""Pattern of". The average number of nonzeros per row in each A k is 6.921. "SAM time" is the total amount of time spent computing all maps (but not including the time to compute the initial ILUTP). The initial ILUTP takes 1.3 s to compute.
Sp Patt A Table 3 .2: GMRES iterations and total runtimes for selected shifts of the THT matrices using a priori sparsified sparsity patterns. A global threshold of 10 −4 was used to sparsify the powers of A. An ILUTP preconditioner is computed for the first shift, with SAM updates computed for all remaining shifts. "Sp Patt" indicates "Sparsified Pattern of". "SAM time" is the total amount of time spent computing all maps (but not including the time to compute the initial ILUTP). The initial ILUTP takes 1.3 s to compute. Tables  3.1 and 3.2 give, for all patterns, GMRES iterations for selected shifts and (total) runtimes. The data show that for subsequent shifts of increasing magnitude, the relative residual norm grows and the recycled preconditioner N k P 0 becomes less effective, resulting in more GMRES iterations. Nevertheless, recycling preconditioners using SAMs keeps the iteration counts relatively low for most shifts; see Section 5.1 for more details and for comparison with the results listed here. The data also show that, as the relative residual norm decreases for denser patterns, the number of iterations decreases as well. However, for the sparsity patterns derived from powers of A 0 , the runtime reduction from reduced GMRES iterations does not outweigh the increasing costs of computing more expensive SAMs. For the THT matrices, using the pattern of A 0 comes out as the most efficient for total runtime, and we will use this pattern for the experiments in Section 5.1. While the sparsified patterns lead to slightly lower runtimes for the same power, except for k = 1, sparsification does not lead to substantially better preconditioners overall. In fact, for SAMs with similar numbers of nonzeros per column, similar runtimes are obtained.
Next, we analyze sparsity patterns based on the finite element mesh from which the matrices are derived, and we focus on patterns that are much sparser than the matrix itself. This leads to maps that are cheap to compute compared with ILU-type preconditioners, which is particularly relevant for matrices that have many nonzeros per column. For this reason, we examine a sequence of matrices arising in topology optimization [72, 73] that result from discretization of the 3D linear elasticity equations on a 100 × 20 × 20 trilinear (B8) element mesh, with three unknowns per node, u, v, and w, giving the displacements in x-, y-, and z-direction. We order nodes and variables per node lexicographically. The size of these matrices is n = 132 300, a typical column has 81 nonzeros, and the average number of nonzeros per column varies but is approximately 70 (after the first few iterations).
To describe the stiffness matrix derived from the mesh, we consider a typical node (i, j, k) that is not on the boundary. Let s, s + 1, and s + 2 be the column indices corresponding to the u, v, and w variables, respectively, for node (i, j, k). Then columns s + 3, s + 4, and s + 5 correspond to the u, v, and w variables, respectively, for node (i + 1, j, k), and columns s − 3, s − 2, and s − 1 correspond to the u, v, and w variables for node (i − 1, j, k). Column s + 300 corresponds to the u variable for node (i, j + 1, k), and s + 6300 corresponds to the u variable for node (i, j, k + 1). For the remainder of the stiffness matrix, we refer to Figure 3 .2(a), which shows the column indices, s + m, corresponding to the u variables of nodes in elements that contain node (i, j, k). The column indices for the v and w variables at those nodes are given by s + m + 1 and s + m + 2, respectively, for each m.
We evaluate four patterns, Patt-1 to Patt-4. For each pattern, we choose a selection of mesh nodes relative to (i, j, k) and displacements associated with those nodes. To define Patt-1 for the u column of the node (i, j, k) (column s), we combine its index with the index for the v variable at the node marked by ' ' in Figure 3 .2(b) and the indices for the u variables at nodes marked by 'o', as well as the index for the w variable at the node marked by ' '. For the v column of the node (i, j, k) (column s + 1), we include the indices for the u and w variables at the node marked by ' ' and the indices for the v variables at nodes marked by 'o'. For the w column of the node (i, j, k) (column s + 2), we include the index for the u variable at the node marked by ' ', the index for the v variable at the node marked by ' ', and the indices for the w variables at nodes marked by 'o'. The resulting sparsity pattern contains, for column s, the ordered pairs (s, s), (s ± 1, s), (s ± 300, s), and (s ± 6000, s). For the v and w columns, we use the same pattern, but with s indicating the v, respectively, w column for node (i, j, k). On boundaries, this pattern is adjusted to take the boundary and boundary conditions into account. This will also be done for Patt-2 -Patt-4, discussed below.
For the u column of the node (i, j, k), Patt-2 extends Patt-1 by including the indices for the u variables at nodes marked by ' * ' in Figure 3 .2(b). For the v and w columns of node (i, j, k), we analogously add the indices for the v and w variables at the nodes marked by ' * '. The sparsity pattern for Patt-2 then additionally includes, for column s, the ordered pairs (s ± 6300, s) and (s ± 6600, s).
To define Patt-3, for each of the u, v, and w columns at (i, j, k) (columns s, s + 1, and s + 2), we combine the indices for the u, v, and w variables at nodes marked by '•' in Figure 3 .2(c). For the u columns at (i, j, k) (column s), we also add the indices of the u variables at the nodes marked by ' ' and by '#'. Analogously, for the v and w columns we add the indices for v and w variables, respectively, at the nodes marked by ' ' and by '#'. The resulting sparsity pattern, for column s, then extends Patt-2 with the row indices: s ± 2, s ± 3, s ± 301, s ± 302, s ± 303, s ± 6001, s ± 6002, s ± 6003, s ± 6301, s ± 6302, s ± 6303, s ± 6601, s ± 6602, s ± 6603.
Finally, we define Patt-4 by extending Patt-3. For the u column at (i, j, k) (column s), we add the indices for the v variables at nodes marked by '#' in Figure 3 
On boundaries, patterns are adjusted to take the boundary and boundary conditions into account. To evaluate the effectiveness of these patterns, we compute an ILUTP preconditioner for the matrix at optimization step 100, and compute SAMs for the matrices at steps 105, 110, 115, 120, 125, and 130. We solve the preconditioned systems using full GMRES. The results are shown in Table 3 .3. While these maps have substantially fewer nonzeros than the matrices themselves, recycling the initial preconditioner using these SAMs keeps the GMRES iterations low. When computing the SAM with Patt-1, each map takes less than three seconds to compute. Including more nonzeros from the sparsity pattern of the stiffness matrix (Patt-2-Patt-4), decreases the total number of GMRES iterations a bit further; however, there is a substantial increase in time to compute the maps. Since Patt-1 leads to the lowest overall runtime, we use this pattern for the experiments in Section 5.2.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of recycling preconditioners using SAMs in more detail in Section 5, providing extensive comparisons with recomputing preconditioners and reusing preconditioners based on Saad's ILUTP [65, 67] for several applications. Table 3 .3: GMRES iterations and total runtimes for matrices from selected steps of the topology optimization application using a priori mesh-based sparsity patterns. "SAM time" is the total amount of time spent computing all maps (but not including the time to compute the initial ILUTP). The initial ILUTP takes 116.47s to compute.
4. Implementation. We have strived for efficient implementations for both computing SAMs and ILUTP preconditioners as MATLAB ® m-files to make useful runtime comparisons between recycling a preconditioner and computing a new one.
First, we describe an efficient implementation for computing SAMs. To efficiently compute the SAM updates, the solution of (2.3) should be implemented in sparsesparse fashion. For most problems, the nonzero pattern of the matrices does not change, and we preprocess the sparsity pattern for the maps to set up data structures for the small least squares problems just once; see Algorithm 1. Since we store A k as a MATLAB ® sparse matrix, access to columns is cheap. Given a pattern, S, let s = {i | (i, ) ∈ S}, the set of indices of potential nonzeros in n , column of N k . To compute n , we only need the m columns a j of A k such that j ∈ s , and as these columns are sparse we need only consider rows i such that a i,j = 0 for some j ∈ s . Let r be the set of relevant row indices. Then the least squares problem for n is defined as
where A k (r , s ) is the submatrix of A k indexed by r × s , and A 0 (r , ) is the corresponding part of the th column of A 0 . Note that if (a 0 ) i, = 0 but a i,j = 0 for all j ∈ s , row i is irrelevant for computing n since e i ⊥ Span({a j | j ∈ s }).
However, if we wish to compute, in addition to N k , the residual R k = A k N k − A 0 or its norm on Line 7 of Algorithm 2, we need to include such rows as well. If the matrices A k and A 0 have the same sparsity pattern and the pattern of N k includes at least the diagonal, this is not an issue.
The size of these least squares problems depends only on the sparsity patterns, not on the size of the matrix. So the least squares problems are small, independent of n, and most are about the same size. For example, the maximum size of the least squares problems for the THT matrices when using the sparsity pattern of A 0 is 19 × 7, where n = 10 201.
Finally, to ensure the map is computed and then stored as efficiently as possible, in Lines 3-11 of Algorithm 2, we compute N in coordinate format (COO). After the entire map has been computed, we convert this temporary data structure into a MATLAB ® sparse matrix using the command sparse in Line 12.
Algorithm 1 Preprocessing for Computing Sparse Approximate Maps
1: Given sparsity pattern S and matrix A 2: maxSk = 0; maxRk = 0; { initialize max num of columns, max num of rows } 3: for k = 1 : n do { for each column do }
4:
s k = {i | (i, k) ∈ S} { get indices; typically defined in advance }
5:
r k = ∅ { Initialize set of rows for kth LS problem }
6:
for all j ∈ s k do 7:
t = find(a j ) { find indices of nonzeros in column a j } 8:
end for 10:
end for 12: Allocate maxRk × maxSk array for storing the LS matrices, maxRk vector for storing the right hand side, and maxSk vector for storing the solution. A tmp = A(r k , s k ) { get submatrix indexed by r k and s k for LS problem }
5:
f = A(r k , k) { get rhs for LS problem }
6:
Solve LS A tmp z = f 7:
(possibly save residual, norm of residual, etc.)
colN [cnt + 1 :
valN [cnt + 1 : cnt + nnz k ] = z 11: end for 12: N = sparse(rowN, colN, valN ) { convert into sparse matrix } Our implementation of ILUTP closely follows [65, 66] . To make the implementation efficient in MATLAB ® , we made the following main changes. (1) We transpose A, in MATLAB ® sparse matrix storage, to access the rows efficiently. (2) Where possible, we use MATLAB ® routines, such as find, sort, sparse, and min.
Where possible, we have vectorized loops. (4) We use sparse to build L and U efficiently, and we use tril and triu to ensure MATLAB ® recognizes and uses the L and U factors as triangular matrices. The m-file is available from [47] .
Numerical Experiments.
We analyze the effectiveness of reusing, recomputing, and recycling preconditioners for several applications. All systems are solved using preconditioned GMRES. We compare the results of computing a new ILUTP preconditioner for each matrix, reusing the initial P 0 for all systems, updating P 0 with a new SAM update for all systems, and updating P 0 with a SAM update only at selected systems in the sequence. Computing an ILUTP preconditioner for every matrix is always the most expensive in runtime, but it provides a useful benchmark in terms of the number of iterations. Computing a SAM update only at selected systems is usually the winner in runtime. We report runtimes for computing ILUTP preconditioners and SAMs, the number of iterations and runtime to solve each system, and total runtime and number of iterations for the whole sequence. Our focus is total runtime.
We have tested several indicators for computing a new SAM update or a new preconditioner. While some results were encouraging, we did not find a single best indicator, and we leave this for future research. A simple and effective strategy is to compute a new SAM or preconditioner based on the estimated time for this computation and the (relative) increase in the solution time for a system or the number of iterations.
We also show results for the AINV preconditioner and its updates. The AINV preconditioner was not competitive for the applications analyzed in this paper. Hence, we show results only for the THT matrices. Algorithms computing AINV preconditioners and AINV updates can be found in [15, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 61] .
Transient Hydraulic Tomography
1 . Transient Hydraulic Tomography (THT) is a method for imaging the earth's subsurface; see [33] for details. Water is pumped at a constant rate in pumping wells, and the measured drawdown curves of pressure response at observation wells is recorded. This data is used in a nonlinear inversion to recover the parameters of interest, hydraulic conductivity and specific storage. Groundwater flow through an aquifer with domain Ω and homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions is modeled by,
where x s denotes the location of the pumping well, q(t) is the pumping rate, κ(x) is the hydraulic conductivity, S s is the specific storage, q(t)δ(x − x s ) is the pumping source, and φ(x, t) is the hydraulic head (pressure). The equations are discretized by standard linear finite elements using FEnICS [55, 56, 57] , giving the semi-discrete system of equations,
where K and M denote the stiffness and mass matrices respectively. The equations are solved using the Laplace transform-based exponential time integrator described in [9] based on a contour integral representation of the inverse Laplace transform on the modified Talbot contour [74] . The solution at time t is given by
with w k and z k being the weights and nodes of the quadrature scheme, respectively. Then (5.3) amounts to solving a shifted system of equations for each time point,
In the experiments presented later in this section, we solve only for b.
We consider a 2D depth-averaged aquifer of size 100m × 100m with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on all boundaries. We use a log conductivity field randomly generated from the exponential covariance kernel, κ(x, y) = 4 exp(−2 x − y 2 /100), with mean conductivity µ K = 10 −3.5 [m 2 /s] and variance σ 2 K = 1.6. We choose a constant specific storage S s = 10 −5 . A single pumping source at (50, 50) pumps at a constant rate of 0.85 L/s. The solution at multiple time instances is required for inversion, but for our tests we use only t = 1 min; see Figure 5 .1 for the shifts, z k . For the other time points, the shifts are sufficiently close that a single preconditioner is sufficient. The size of the matrices is n = 10 201. For this application, we use GMRES (50) . Fill in for ILUTP is set to 20 and the drop tolerance is 10 −3 . Based on the analysis in Section 3, we use the sparsity pattern of A 0 for the SAMs. Table 5 .1 shows that computing a new ILUTP preconditioner for every system results in the lowest number of GMRES iterations, but the longest overall runtime. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show that computing the SAM update for each shift reduces the total number of iterations compared with reusing P 0 for all shifts but increases total runtime. While computing a SAM update is about four times cheaper than computing an ILUTP, computing an update for every shift is still too expensive. Therefore, we consider updating at selected shifts; updating once turns out to be the most efficient. A simple choice is a single SAM update at shift 15, where GMRES iterations begin to increase more dramatically, and reuse that update for all subsequent systems. This leads to the lowest total runtime. For comparison, we also try single SAM updates for shifts 5 or 10. We present those results in Tables 5.4 As the clustering of eigenvalues generally leads to good convergence, we compare in Figure 5 .2 for several shifts z k the spectra of A k P 0 , where the initial preconditioner is reused, and A k N k P 0 , where the initial preconditioner is recycled by SAMs. The figure shows that the SAMs improve the eigenvalue clustering substantially.
We present results for the AINV preconditioner and its updates in Table 5 .7. For this application, AINV turns out to be expensive to compute and substantially less effective than ILUTP. However, computing updates is inexpensive and the updated preconditioner preserves for the first few shifts the number of GMRES iterations (which are relative high, unfortunately).
Topology
Optimization. This test problem leads to a long sequence of linear systems, where the matrix has a relatively large number of nonzeros per row. As a result, this problem is particularly useful to demonstrate effective SAMs that are much sparser than the matrix itself.
Topology optimization is a structural optimization method that optimizes the material distribution inside a given domain [19, 58, 62, 70, 73] . The method computes a design by determining which points of space should be material and which points should be void (i.e. no material), combining finite element approximation, linear solvers (for linear partial differential equations), and optimization. In this case, we minimize the compliance (see below) subject to a volume constraint. We specify the problem mathematically as follows.
where c is the compliance, A(ρ) is the stiffness matrix as a function of the density distribution ρ, u and f are the displacement vector and load vector, ρ 0 is a chosen, small, positive lower bound for the density to avoid singularity of the stiffness matrix, and V is the total volume in use. The Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) method [16, 18] uses one design variable to represent the density in each element.
The structure of the matrices is detailed in Section 3. We examine a sequence of matrices that result from discretizing the 3D linear elasticity equations for variable density on a 100×20×20 trilinear (B8) element mesh, with three unknowns per node, u, v, and w, giving the displacements in x-, y-, and z-direction (see [72, 73] for details). The size of these matrices is n = 132 300, a typical column has 81 nonzeros, and the average number of nonzeros per column varies but is approximately 70. Results are provided in Tables 5.8-5.11.
The ILUTP preconditioner for this application takes almost two minutes.
2 Fill in for ILUTP is set to 250 and the drop tolerance is 10 −3 . Based on the analysis in Section 3, we use only Patt-1 for the SAMs. Computing a SAM update using Patt-1 takes less than three seconds. A typical column in this sparsity pattern has seven nonzeros, compared with 81 nonzeros in a typical column of the stiffness matrix. While reusing the initial preconditioner keeps the number of iterations low for the first few matrices, the iterations increase as the matrices change substantially during the optimization.
We use full GMRES for these matrices. Results for computing a new preconditioner for every system are not shown, as the ILUTP factorization is so expensive to compute. Computing the SAM update for every matrix (after A 0 ) results in substantially fewer total GMRES iterations (17749) than the approaches reported on in Tables 5.8-5 .11, but it is also too expensive. Specifically, the reduction in GMRES runtime per system does not make up for the time to compute a new map. Therefore, we compute the SAM updates periodically and reuse the recycled preconditioner until the next update. For a long sequence of matrices, we might also recompute the preconditioner at some point later in the sequence. Computing the SAM update at every fifth matrix, the speed up in GMRES convergence by the tenth matrix in the sequence makes up for the time to compute the first SAM, as shown in Table 5 .9. We see similar results when computing the SAM at every tenth matrix (see Table 5 .11), though updating at every fifth results in the lowest runtime.
5.3. Interpolatory Model Reduction. Our next set of linear systems arises in interpolatory model reduction, in particular, in the Iterative Rational Krylov Algorithm (IRKA) [51] . The aim of model reduction is to replace a high-dimensional linear dynamical system (here single-input/single-output) 5) where E, A ∈ R n×n , b, c ∈ R n , input and output u(t), y(t) ∈ R, and state vector x(t) ∈ R n , and n is very large, by a much lower dimensional dynamical system 6) where E r , A r ∈ R r×r , b r , c r ∈ R r , and r n, such that y r (t) ≈ y(t) in an appropriate norm for a wide range of input selections u(t). Dynamical systems with large statespace dimension n appear in many applications, ranging from nonlinear parameter inversion to optimal control to circuit design. The repeated simulation of these large systems may be infeasible, but model reduction allows us to do sufficiently accurate simulations with a much smaller system.
The reduced model quantities in (5.6) are obtained by construction of the matrices V r , W r ∈ R n×r (the model reduction bases) and a Petrov-Galerkin projection
Model reduction approaches differ in their choices of V r and W r [6, 11, 21] 9) achieves this; see [7, 13] for more details. IRKA [51] finds the optimal interpolation points by alternatingly computing (5.8)-(5.9) for a given set of interpolation points {s j } and computing a new set {s j } given V r and W r ; see [12, 50, 51, 59] . Since it may take many iterations until IRKA converges to the final set of interpolation points {s j }, many shifted systems must be solved in computing (5.8) and (5.9). We refer to the set of shifts for an IRKA iteration as a batch. Efficient solution of (5.8)-(5.9) is an important research topic. In [14] , inexact solves within a Petrov-Galerkin framework are used. In [5] , the recycling BiCG algorithm is proposed for parametric model order reduction. This is extended to recycling BiCGSTAB for parametric model reduction in [3] . Further discussion of recycling Krylov subspace methods for model reduction applications can be found in [45, 46] .
We give results for one set of matrices, Flow, from [20] . These matrices arise in a simulation of the heat exchange between a solid body and a fluid flow. Rather than using computational fluid dynamics, which is quite expensive, a flow region with a given velocity profile is used [60] . However, this requires a much larger number of elements, and model reduction is used to make the simulation efficient [60] . For more information see [20, 60, 64] . The model reduction involves sparse matrices A and E, where n = 9 669. We use three batches of six shifts, which are real and range from O(1) to O(10 4 ). The shifts for the Flow matrices are provided in Table 5 .12. Although A is not symmetric, it turns out that the shifts remain real for the three steps of IRKA used here. We use GMRES(200) for this application. Fill in for ILUTP is 56 and the drop tolerance is 10 −3 . The pattern of A 0 is used for the SAM updates. Tables 5. 13-5.15 give the results for computing an ILUTP preconditioner for every system, computing an ILUTP preconditioner for the first system and SAM updates for every subsequent system, and reusing the first ILUTP preconditioner for all systems.
An interesting case arises here. The number of iterations for the first preconditioned system is very high. Hence, it makes no sense to recycle that preconditioner. As an alternative, we compute a new ILUTP preconditioner, P 1 , for the second system. As this preconditioned system results in fast convergence, we recycle P 1 with SAMs for subsequent systems. This leads to much better iteration counts and lower runtimes; see Tables 5.16 (SAM for every subsequent system) and 5.18 (SAM for selected systems). For fair comparison we also provide results with P 1 reused for all subsequent systems, leading to sightly longer runtimes than using the SAMs; see Table 5 .17.
Indefinite Matrices.
In the previous tests, computing a new ILUTP for each system gives the lowest number of GMRES iterations, but it is too expensive in time. Here, we consider linear systems where the computation of the ILUTP preconditioner may fail or be unstable, resulting in poor preconditioners. This is the case, for example, for indefinite systems [67, Chapter 10] . Therefore, we consider discretized 2D Helmholtz equations −∆u − k 2 u = f , which arise for a range of wave problems [42, 43] and in flow control for unstable systems, giving eigenvalues in both the right-and left-half planes [31] . In such cases, we can select a reference matrix from the set (or an additional matrix) for which the ILUTP algorithm computes an effective preconditioner. Then we recycle this preconditioner using SAMs to (approximately) map matrices for which ILUTP may fail to this matrix. Using a modified Helmholtz equation to compute a preconditioner has also been applied for other preconditioning approaches [43] . Previous work has successfully used operator-based preconditioners to achieve fast convergence for Krylov methods. The shifted Laplace preconditioner [43] is used along with multilevel Krylov methods in [42, 44, 69] , while a sweeping preconditioner is constructed layer-by-layer in [41] . Preconditioning by replacing a subset of the Sommerfeld-type boundary conditions of the Helmholtz equation with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions is examined in [39, 40] .
We use this test problem just to demonstrate another possible use of SAMs; we do not consider whether this approach is competitive with the methods above. We compute the matrix K 0 and right hand side b by discretizing the 2D Laplacian on the unit square with Dirichlet boundary conditions, u(x, 0) = 1, u(0, y) = 1, u(x, 1) = 0, and u(1, y) = 0, using using a vertex-centered finite volume discretization. K 0 is symmetric, positive definite and has size 100 × 100. We compute an ILUTP preconditioner, P 0 , for K 0 . Next, we solve the systems
where I is the identity matrix, and s i = i∆s with ∆s = 0.01, for i = 1, 2, . . . , 200. We solve these systems with preconditioned full GMRES, computing either a new ILUTP preconditioner at every shift or recycling P 0 using a SAM for each system. We set the relative convergence tolerance to 10 −10 , and we take the zero vector as the initial guess for each system. For our implementation of ILUTP, fill in is 20 and the drop tolerance is 10 −3 . For MATLAB ® 's ilu (with type 'ilutp'), the drop tolerance is set to 10 −3 . The pattern of K 0 is used for the SAM updates.
The results are presented in Figure 5 .3(a). Figure 5 .3(b) shows the eigenvalues for selected K i . While K i becomes indefinite at the twentieth shift, ILUTP produces good preconditioners until approximately shift s 125 . At this shift and subsequent shifts, both our implementation of ILUTP and MATLAB ® 's ilu (with type 'ilutp') fail to produce a good preconditioner, and the number of GMRES iterations increases substantially (or GMRES fails to converge). However, using SAM updates to recycle P 0 keeps the GMRES iterations low for almost all shifts. For these small problems, we are not concerned with runtime and just demonstrate the superior convergence behavior obtained with the recycled preconditioners using SAMs compared with ILUTP.
6. Conclusions and Future Work. In applications that involve many linear systems, recycling a preconditioner can be advantageous, especially when computing a preconditioner from scratch is expensive. We develop a flexible update to arbitrary preconditioners that we call the Sparse Approximate Map, or SAM update, which can be computed for any set of closely related matrices. The SAM is motivated by the Sparse Approximate Inverse; however, rather than approximately inverting a matrix, a SAM update approximately maps a matrix to a nearby matrix for which a good preconditioner is available. Using SAMs, the cost of computing a very good preconditioner can be amortized over many systems in a sequence, since computing SAMs is cheap. Further, a SAM is independent of preconditioner type and quality. The sparsity patterns for SAMs can be based on powers of A 0 , mesh-based patterns, or any other salient feature of a specific problem.
In future work, we plan to consider incremental SAM updates as in (2.5) and applying the update from the left as in (2.6 ). An important future topic will be maps that allow methods like CG to be used. Another important topic would be approaches that update only a few columns or rows of the map to match localized changes in the matrix A k . We also plan to develop good indicators for computing a new map. Finally, we plan to consider other types of maps.
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